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BATTLE OPS STATION BOOTS
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The PBH99 is your front-line protection against the hazards you 
don’t see, helping to block potentially carcinogenic particulates on 
the fire scene. Meets UL certification to NFPA 1971, 2018 edition.
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PBH99 Particulate Hood
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TECHNOLOGY FOR LIFE
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Firefighter SCBAs by Dräger

PSS 5000

PSS 7000
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LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN
ONE BUTTON OPERATION

Turn It On- Go To Work
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TECHNOLOGY FOR LIFE 19



*Other Drager Single and Multi-Gas Meters Not Shown
20

X-am 8000
Looking for a reliable multi-gas detector for clearance measurement on the fire ground? 
The Dräger X-am 8000 measures up to seven gases, including toxic, flammable gases 
and vapors, and oxygen all at once — either in pump or diffusion mode. Innovative 
signaling design and handy assistant functions ensure complete safety throughout the 
process.

Dräger worked closely with a major U.S. Fire Department to develop the telescoping 
probe and attachment to the unit. Its intuitively designed to operate single-handedly 
using three function keys. The easy-to-read color display clearly lays out all the 
information for you. Standard accessories include a sturdy shoulder strap, so you can 
comfortably carry the X-am 8000. Its compact and robust construction allows the device 
to work in the harshest conditions.

X-dock Makes Bump Tests and Calibration Easy

The Dräger X-dock comes in multiple configurations to allow for flexibility, depending on the type of detection 
instrumentation being used. It is loaded with fast and convenient features like automatic bump tests and calibrations, 
reduced test gas consumptions, short testing times and stores detailed data via Dräger X-dock Manager. Testing is as 
simple as inserting your Dräger gas detection instrument and closing the lid.
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Tube Kits for the Fire GroundHAZMAT Solutions

Dräger X-act® 7000
The innovative Dräger X-act® 7000 analysis system consists 
of Dräger MicroTubes and an opto-electronic analysis device that 
lets you precisely measure gases in the low ppb range. It gives you 
precise results right on site, replacing slow, expensive lab analyses. 
It's extremely easy to use: insert the Dräger MicroTubes, start 
measuring, then read out the test result.
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Air-Purifying Respirator PPE 
on the Fire Ground

The use of air-purifying respiration on the fire ground could be used in the warm and cold zones only. 
Every fire department operates differently, and every fire is unique. Since smoke knows no 
boundaries, the cancer-causing particulates that lurk in the air should be filtered out.

Whether in the warm or cold zone, command should monitor the air with a multi-gas detector. Alarm 
on a detector would alert that invisible, toxic gases have expanded beyond the IDLH.

PAPR perfect for fire investigations

Fire Marshals or Investigators during sifting through soot, ashes, etc., 
reintroduce cancer-causing particulates into the air. The Dräger X-plore 
8500 provide good protection and allow for the extended period of time 
required to research a fire.
The Dräger X-plore 8500 is a powered air-purifying respirator (PAPR) 
that provides 99.97% purified air from a safe environment.

Protect firefighters and EMS from particulates
Even at a distance away from the IDLH and Warm Zone, smoke knows no 
boundary. Smoke is laden with the cancer-causing particulates that First 
Responders need to avoid. Consider the Dräger X-plore 1700 as standard 
protection.
The Dräger X-plore 1700 N95 disposable mask comes individually 
wrapped and folded flat. When worn properly, these masks filter 95% of 
particulates in the air.
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FULL CATALOG OF PRODUCTS
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FULL CATALOG OF 
FIRE/RESCUE 

PRODUCTS
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EASY LIFT HANDLES

SPILL DIKES

PORTABLE DECONTAMINATION 
SHOWER SYSTEMS
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JACKETED FIRE HOSE

RUBBER COVERED FIRE HOSE

FORESTRY FIRE HOSE

MUNICIPAL HOSE
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31Full line of Fire Equipment Available



OVER 45 INTRISICALLY SAFE LIGHTS IN OUR PORTFOLIO
32



EMS – Tech Rescue – Turnout Gear 33



34Proudly Made in Philadelphia, PA
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BATTERY POWERED

BLOWERS

70-MINUTE RUN-TIME
Even at full speed, the Tempest 
VS-1.2 provides an industry-
leading 70 minute run time with 
fold-down handle

Gas POWERED

37*Other Tempest Blower Options Not Shown
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VentMaster® Fire rescue saws deliver the absolute best in cutting performance, built specifically for the fire 
service. Using professional-level Husqvarna® powerheads and Tempest exclusive after-market parts, no other 
saw compares in durability, reliability, cutting performance, and cutting versatility. The Husqvarna® 
powerhead increases torque over a more extensive RPM range for maximum cutting power. Larger 
displacement, best fuel economy in its class, higher peak power, 20% more torque, and even better ergonomics 
for maximum productivity.
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Our Other 
Valued Partners



Red Lion, PA 17356

Wayne Durbin
717-208-2290 (Office)

270-993-6768 (Mobile)
wayne@whiterosesafety.com

Ken Ross – Southern NJ
856-904-9535

ken@whiterosesafety.com

Thad Brzezicki
215-768-6462

thad@whiterosesafety.com

General Email
sales@WhiteRoseSafety.com
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